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PRESS RELEASE

Pumpjack Entertainment Begins 2007 
by Bringing Two Feature Films to Market

Two Diverse Feature Films Mark the National Debut of Pumpjack Entertainment
Founded by Texas Based Writer / Director / Producer Glen Stephens

Menard, TX - (January 23, 2007) Writer / director / producer Glen
Stephens and his investors formed Pumpjack Entertainment in
August of 2006.  Established on the values of honesty, integrity, and
fairness, Pumpjack Entertainment begins 2007 by bringing two
completed feature films to market.

Both films are currently in the process of being scheduled for theatrical
release in selected cities, before being nationally distributed on DVD.
The company has secured a vendor’s agreement with one of the
nation’s largest retailers.

“River’s End” is the compelling story about a
bitter young man’s journey to find himself.
The story is rooted in Glen Stephens’ own
experiences on the rugged Pecos River in
West Texas.  Viewers have compared the
film to a Disney classic.

“River’s End” is a great film for parents,
grandparents, and teenagers.  The film is
certain to become a family classic.  

The film’s cast includes Sam Huntington, Barry Corbin, Charles
Durning, and Caroline Goodall.

(more)
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“Hoboken Hollow” was inspired by the horrifying true story of
a modern-day slave ranch discovered near Kerrville, Texas.
Before writing the story, Glen Stephens researched the trial,
gained access to articles and prosecution recordings.  

The fictionalized blending of true-crime stories is sure to excite
and entertain today’s horror fans. 

The film’s cast includes Jason Connery, Michael Madsen,
Dennis Hopper, Robert Carradine, Dedee Pfeiffer, and 
C. Thomas Howell. 

Although Pumpjack Entertainment’s projects are produced to appeal to substantial
audiences, the company will continue to specialize in presenting stories told in their own,
unique, intriguing way.  Without repetitive formula, each project is given special
consideration as a story, with extra regard for the portrayals of the characters essential
to telling each story. 

The company has several other projects in various stages of development, including
children’s and dramatic features.

For additional information: www.pumpjackentertainment.com

#                #                #                #

Glen Stephens is available for interview by appointment, contact Steve Thompson,
Thompson Communications, (609) 386-0019.
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